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"WINGS OVER AFRICA"

NOTICES

Fifteen years of exploration in the jungles of Africa, culminating with the filming
of their latest motion picture, "Wings Over
Africa", has made Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Johnson the pioneers of travel, and their
appearance in the Morris Dailey auditorium
tomorrow night will undoubtedly attract
a capacity audience.
Because the forty-cent rate is a specially
conceded feature for San Jose State college
students (the price in San Francisco is $ t.00
straight), everyone should welcome the opportunity to see the Johnsons’ greatest film
with the added privilege of seeing the Johnsons themeslves.
Ticket sales to date have been so rapid
that no campaigning is necessary; we merely wish to advise any students who plan to
attend the showing of "Wing Over Africa"
to purchase their tickets while a few good
seats are obtainable. In order to get the forty-cent rate, student body cards must be
presented upon purchasing tickets.
The Martin Johnsons are internationally
famous for their scientific explorations; to
have them appear personally at the college
is a rare honor, and to see them personally
is an individual honor.

An important business and professional meeting of Delta Phi
Upsilon will be held Thursday
evening at 7:15 at 234 South
Ninth street. Mrs. Lewis DeVoss
will tell about her recent experienes in the Santa Cruz schools.
Members are asked to attend.

It is almost a definition of a gentleman
to say he is one who never inflicts pain. He
makes light of favors while he does them,
and seems to be receiving when he is conferring. He observes the maxim of the ancient sage, that we should never conduct
ourselves toward our enemy as if he were
one day to be our friend.
Cardinal Newman
My holy of holies is the human body,
health, intelligence, talent, inspiration, love
and the most absolute freedomfreedom
from violence and lying in whatever form
they make take.
Anton Chekhov.
Editorial Board meets today at 12:30.

Will members of the decorating
committee of Kappa Delta Pi,
who are working on the map, meet
with Mrs. Lillian Gray in her
Office in Room 161 Friday noon
for a brief conference.

Are you a member of one or
more of the following organizations? La Torre Staff, San Jose
Players, Theatron, Black Masque.
If so have your picture taken
this week If you want it in the
La Torre. Pictures are being
taken at Pavley’s Studio, Second
and Santa Clara street, Porter
Building, from 8 to 5 daily.

Today is the last time to get
refunds on registration fees. "No
exception will be made for any
requests made later than today,"
declares Rigistrar Joe West.

Miss Elsie Swanson will read
from Kahn’ Gibran’s "Prophet"
at the first meeting of Bookways
Wednesday evening at 7:30 at
297 South 9th.

Mrs. Gray’s Kindergarten -Primary group (L’s to S’s) will meet
Friday at noon in Room 155, and
not on Wednesday as announced
In yesterday’s paper.
Y. M. and Y.W.C.A. Economics
group meeting in "Y" room at 4
o’clock today.
Please return the English book
"The College Omnibus"
entitled
which was taken from the shelf
opposite the library stack room
to the Lost and Found or the the
library reference desk. Thank you!
Mary Negrettl

BEHIND THE NEWS
This is a resume of Dr. William Poytress’ Behind The New class as reported by Jim Grimsley.
One of the most important elections the world
has ever witnessed was held last Sunday. It was
so important that England, France and several
other countries sent armies and equipment there
in order that the election be carried out without
interference.
The election, that of the people in the Saar
valley, deciding whether they were to return to
Germany, remain under control of the League of
Nations, or to go to France.
The returns were as follows: to return to Germany--476,000; to remain with the League-46,613;
to go to France-2,083.
The League of Nations is now preparing to return the Saar to Germany.
The Saar Valley is about 1-3 the size of Delaware, has a population of 800,000 people.
’By area the Saar’s population is 3 times that of
Germany and 5 times that of France. About 400
people per square kilocycle.
Its position and resources make it one of the
most economicidly important districts on the European continent.
The Saar’s divorcement from Germany was by
a rather round-about method. In the spring of 1917
at the Petrograd conference France demanded Russia to support her in a claim for the entire district
on the West banks of the Rhine.
Russia’s support was given in the form of a
secret treaty. This treaty was sprung at the Paris
Peace conference at the close of the war. President
Wilson thought that secret treaties should not be
recognized in a conference of this kind, and as Russia had gone Bolshevic and was not represented at
the conference France had no one to back her up
in the demands.
France then cut down her demands to take in
only the Saar Valley. Two reasons for her demands
were: first, that there were many French people
living in the district and that they belonged under
French rule. This was an absolutely false assertion
as there were actually only 342 French in there at
that time.
Secondly, the Germans deliberately destroyed
the French coal mines in the Ruhr district by filling them with water, broke machinery and in various other ways, France demanded the Saar in compensation.
Lloyd George opposed France’s demand. because
France had been buying coal from Britian and the
acquiring of the Saar would lessen the demand.
George left the buck to Woodrow Wilson, who
wasn’t in favor of It but decided that France needed
reparations.
The final settlement was this: France was to
have control of the mines, to establish schools and
be allowed to instruct French. The territory was to
(Continued on Page Four)
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Stores, Museums Seen
By Sigma Tau Society
On San Francisco Trip
For the purpose of visiting Wi
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Sigma Tau, art honor society
the campus, took a trip last SIM
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basketball
The State -Pacific
game tonight should lure some
fireside loving co-eds and boyfriends up into that Stockton
wilderness. The Tigers really have
a fine ball club and the game
should be a thriller from the
opening whistle to the final bark Of
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Basketball in a big way will be
given to those Spartan fans who
cannot make the trip to Stockton.
For the munificent sum of twobits, we hear Bill Hubbard’s team
may he seen in action against the
Universal Pictures team from Los
Angeles tonight. The game is to
be played in the St. Joseph’s gym.
just four blocks west of First
street on Park Avenue.
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Whenever prominent names of
the basketball world are mentioned, those of "Chuck" Hyatt,
eight times All-American nominee,
six foot six Frank Lubin and the
slippery Carl Knowles are always
included in the list. All three will
be seen wearing the silk and satin
suits of the movieland quintet
tonight and will be a combination
that aren’t seen together every
Wednesday night. The Picture
team won a decisive victory over
HS.C., which about places them
In their proper niche.
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Here’s one. In a recent high
school game at Santa Clara in
which "Babe" Atkinson was the
referee, a player rushed up to the
scorer to replace a man.
The
scorer, of course, said, "What’s
your name?" and the reply came
hack with a rush, "Joe!" Such
familiarity.
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We see where Elwood Ennis,
one-time sports editor of the Fresno Collegian, has been named editor of the Raisin City college
sheet. We wish Elwood all the
luck ht the world,
for we know
him as a fine fellow
and a good
journalist. But as an afterthought,
we’d feel better if he’d junk some
Of those dirty
cracks at San Jose
which have a habit of finding
their way Into the Fresno
paper.
If the Fresnans
can’t take it, we’d
like to find out
on the field and not
for a year afterward in
their
hvinea-week literary effort.
Charlie Walker intends to have
his swimming
boys face each other
in the local pool
Thursday night
In what is
labelled as an "inter’t" meet. Walker
has a host
of fine
prospects and the meet
should bring
forth a glimpse of
What will
represent State in the
watery sport
this season.
Rumor has it
that big Carl
Biddle was
the recipient of an
Offer frorn
the Olson’s Swedes
and was given
a chance to earn
some five
dollars a day expenses
Paid and
shoes furnished. Riddle
has not
been reached to
confirm
the rumor
Just a
prediction on tonight’s
gar". If Mac gives
the same five
Which started
against the Gators
taturnaY night a
chance to work
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A well -nourished Spartan
By AL COX
will be
"The fates," Bill Hubbard will Jump, will return to school in the
tossed to the Tigers tonight with
the arena a black line bounded tell you in all seriousness, "are spring quarter to bolster a squad
square of hardwood at the College conspiring against me. First, the that can use beaucoup bolstering.
of Pacific at Stockton. Amid the track material is sparse. And now,
SHEHTANIAN TO LEAP
strange and foreboding surround- when we want to get started, Old
Rinaldo Wren, who formerly
ings of the formidable Bengals Jupitor Pluvius insists on pouring packed a pigskin places, is limberof the Sacramento Valley, twelve forth his woes from the heavens ing up creaking muscles for the
representatives
quarter mile affair, an event at
of
Washington daily.
"The schedule for the coming which he is a novice. However,
Square will endeavor to walk off
season
is fully completed. The Wren did considerable sprinting in
with the initial battle of the Far
track aspirants are eager to begin his prep days, and with his repuWestern Conference season.
training. BUT, the track is a tation as a speed merchant, should
BIG RIVALS
quagmire."
become a threat in the F.WC. loop.
The College of Pacific repreToo, too sad, Bill.
Dee Shehtanian, another resents the height of rivalry to the
SCHEDULE COMPLETED
formed gridster, returns to the
Spartans, for it has long been no
Nine meets have been lined up cinder team to perform in his
secret that each college has a
for the spring, with the initial one specialtypit spanning. Along with
longing to set the other downthe
falling on March 16. "And," says Shehtanian comes Freddie Bennett,
harder the better. In tonight’s bathe Spartan cinder mentor, "It who alvio can get off the ground
tie, the odds are even, as they
will be an indoor meet if the and fly through the air for conalways are. Records may be tosssiderable distance.
ed out the back door when the heavens continue to weep."
High spots of the season’s dual
Two new performers, graduates
Tigers and the Spartans meet on
meets will see the University of from the yearling squad, may keep
the field of sport.
San Francisco tracksters perform- Mentor Hubbard from becoming
The psychological advantage, if
ing at the local oval, and the completely gray around
the
any, rests with the Pacific five.
Bearing the burden of being 1934 Spartans traveling to Los Angeles temples. Carl Commack is rated
to engage U. C. L. A. Other dual in the same class with veteran
Conference champs and under the
spotlight in their endeavor to hold meet opponents include Modesto Harry Murphy in the hurdle events,
on to the old mug, San Jose will J.C., Olympic Club, San Francisco while Bud Everett will furnish
be the target for everything The State, Fresno State, and Chico letterman Glenn Harper all the
Black and Gold team can muster. State. The conference meet at competition he craves in the disAs far as the Staters are con- Sacramento and the Fresno Relays tance events.
Several impromptu meets will
cerned, the first game is the big- completes the schedule.
MARQUIS RETURNS
take place before the chide/item
gest hurdle of the season. Last
Hubbard’s hopes for spring hit awing into their regular schedule,
year the first game was played
under the same Conditions, and a new low when Ralph Raymond, which follows:
Here
while the Spartans dropped the en- Grecian platter artist, announced March 16Modesto J. C.
Here
counter to the Hoene’s, Thompson’s his intentions of transferring to ’ March 23U.S.F.
There
and Jacoby’s of the northerners, Stanford next quarter. Raymond March 30U.C.L.A.
Here
they went on to collect whatever won the discus toss in the confer- April 6Cilymptc Club
Here
glory goes with the championship ence last year. Fred Orem, 880 April 13S. F. State
runner, who placed in that event April 20Fresno
There
honors.
There
This year Laurie Apitz has a last spring at Sacramento, will be April 27Chico
May 4 Conference Meet at Sactough bunch of ball-handlers up lost to the squad also.
The credit side of the ledger
ramento.
in Stockton and the St. Mary’s
game proves they are going to discloses that Lew Marquis, whose May 11Fresno Relays at Fresno.
be hard to beat. The Spartans, specialty is the discuss and high
P. E. MAJORS
on the other hand, have a spotty
and dropped three in a row to the
The new two-toned green suits
record that tells little.
Athens Club, U.S.C. and U.C.L.A.
appearing on the campus are to
RECORD SPOTTY
Then after the vacation layoff,
distinguish the physical education
That first game with Stanford
cop
to
back
came
Spartans
the
major women from the non-maseemed to presage the most suca tough game from San Francisco
annuals,
jor group. Each P.E. major wocessful season in Spartan
State last Saturday night.
around
man boasts a new suit with her
but the local boys turned
The Spartans have the speed,
numeral embroidered on the pockas a unit against the Tigers, they’ll power, and personnel to cop to- et.
run the Stockton team ragged. night’s mighty important game
And a hunch says Mac will do from the Stocktonians. A fastORCHESIS
team can
Just that little thing. That start- breaking, hard-fighting
Regular meeting of reheat’ toof smoked
slab
the
five
home
fastest
bring
the
was
quintet
ing
How about it, you night at 7:00 p.m in the Women’s
men seen together in some several pork if they will.
Gymnasium.
twelve?
moons.
4A,W,Vio
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For That-"SPECIAL OCCASION"

Have Our

VITEEN HOT OIL SHAMPOO
appearance
The very first treatment improves the hair
so much
Corrects scalp conditions too.

1

COL. 2045

On the next evening, one of the
squads will play host to the Monterey high team. Last Saturday
the freshmen had little trouble in
subduing the coast boys, but it Is
possible that the great heighth
might prove very bothersome to
Portal’s hoopmen.
The following schedule may be
added to:
Jan. 18Pacific
Grove (there).
Jan. 19Monterey (here).
Jan. 23Santa Clara (there).
Jan. 26Watsonville (here).
Feb. 2Morgan Hill (here).
Feb. 8Montezuma (here).
Feb. 9San Rafael (here).
Feb. 9Salinas J. C. (here).
Feb. 15Morgan Hill (there).
Feb. 16Open.
Feb. 22Watsonville (there).
Feb. 23Lumberjacks (here).
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Girl’s Sports
By DOROTHY MARTIN
1:903109:tal:f3a021:6:EC8:8:9:a303:9:1303,3:8:00
SURPRISE!
And was Miss Doris Dean, physical education instructor, surprised when some of the members of her fall quarter organization class walked into her apartment on 6th Street, Monday night!
The evening was spent playing
various games, and refreshments
were served by the callers.
The party included the Misses
Jean Sellers, Dorothy Maddock,
Elma Boyer, Gertrude Erz, Genevieve Mathias, Madge Kuntzman,
Barbara Woon, Ruby Doran, Herthat Kahm, Katherine Wallace of
i the Health department, and Doris
Dean, the honoree.

Shampoo, Finger
Wave & Rinse (dry) 35C
IN EFFECT FOR INDEFINITE TIME

High Class Shop; only the best material, equipment
and workmanship.

PETE FALCONE

HAIRCUTTING"

STREET
79 EAST SAN ANTONIO

Friday night, the proteges of
DeWitt Portal, freshman mentor,
will journey to Pacific Grove to
meet the high school quintet.
Little is known of the strength of
the preppers, but they will have
to be good if they expect to make
any kind of a showing, judging by
the performances of the two frosh
fives last week-end.

Girls, Here’s Your
Chance!

Supercurline Wave Shop
"PAUL’S

The Spartan yearling basketball
team is busy preparing for a pair
of contests to be played over the
week-end.

220

Twohy BI(.1,14. Bal.

1 62 t .

(Over Owl Drug Store)
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SPANISH CLUB MEETS Co-eds Anticipate Y.W.C.A. SIGN-UP RAW( RveHomemakingeissNCal;me
CIRCUS NIGHT AS
TO DISCUSS BUSINESS
At Meeting
- 7 Inks Approaches SUPPER OPENS WINTER
FOR
MEMBERS’
DRIVE
,1Change to
State Students Invited
Newman Club To
Feature Open
House Today

I All

SE[L ’

To Affairs For Next
Two Weeks
The second of a series of open
houses to be held this quarter by
the Newman Club, each Wednesday afternoon at Newman Hall
from four to six, will be given
this afternoon, it was announced by Bob Ryan, president of
the club
It was decided at the meeting
held Monday evening that for the
next two weeks the meetings will
be open to all college students, but
after that period, the facilities offered by the club will be extended
to Newman Club members only,
stated Ryan.
"Dancing will be the principle
form of entertainment offered to
bowling and refreshments may also
those attending; however, billiards.
be enjoyed by Newman Club members and their guests," states
Miss Rosan Larkin, adviser for
the group.

Camera Club To Meet
For First Time Monday
To Outline Club Plans
The Camera Club’s long overdue first meeting will be held next
Monday night, 7:30, in room 210
of the Science building, when the
purpose of the organization will
be outlined, officers elected, and bylaws proposed
Started by Nathaniel Lawrence
and approved by Mr. George E.
Stone, photography instructor, and
Dr. Victor Peterson, head of the
Science department, the club was
planned to give its members an
opportunity to use the photographic equipment in the science building for the work in which they are
interested.
Qualifications for membership
have not been definitely decided,
but students with one quarter of
photography, or sufficient knowledge of the subject, will be eligible
according to Mr. Stone.
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Group Plans Drama To Be
Entirely In Castilian: Will
Be Open To All Interested
A new constitution was ordered
for the approval of the members
of Circulo Cervantes, Spanish honor society, at a meeting held Fri(lay night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Newby on Hillcrest
drive.
It was decided to withhold judgement on the ratification of this
new constitution until some future
time. Plans for a drama, to be presented in the Little Theater entirely in Castilian for those interested in the language were also
discussed. Several possible plays
were suggested, but no choice was
made.
Dancing, chess, and checkers
were enjoyed following the business meeting, and refreshments
were served by the hostess and
host, Miss Margaret Cianfoni, and
Miss Meta Goldsmith of the modern
language department.
All conversation at the meetings,
including even the parliamentary
law, is in Spanish. This is done
so that the members may have
the experience of carrying on informal dialogue in this language.

Unclaimed Articles To
Go On Sale Friday In
College Y. W. Office
A supply of fountain pens which
students have lost this year have
been turned in to the Lost and
Found by Miss Marie Curtis of the
department.
Unless
Commerce
they are claimed by Friday they
will be offered for sale.
A white sweater with an orange
block S.J. is also waiting to be
called for as are also a man’s zipper sweater and a coat and vest
which were left near the tennis
courts in October. They will also be sold on Monday unless claimed at the Lost and Found, room
14 of the main building, by the
end of the week.

Pickwell Lectures On
Deserts; Shows Birds,
MRS. HANCHETT SPEAKS
Plants, Reptile Slides TO EPISCOPAL STUDENTS
(Continued from Page One)
which hold the clue to the existence
of desert growth, were pictured in
towering contrast to flat sea-level
pavement created by the action of
wind and rainfall upon sand and
pebbles. The dessert occasionally
has terrific, terrential rainfall, Dr.
which
moves
Pickwell
stated,
granite boulders weighing over a
ton sometimes a mile from their
original position,
"We tried to learn everything
there was to learn each time we
visited the desert," Dr. Pickwell
"But each time we
concluded.
returned unsatisfied, and we still
are."
The meeting was under the chairmanship of Dr. P. Victor Peterson,
who antrounced at the close that Dr.
J. H. Matthews of the University
of Wisconsin chemistry department
will speak here next Monday night
at 8 o’clock on "Scientific Methods
in Criminal Investigation and Identification". Dr. Matthews, an internationally known chemIst, is making a lecture Lour under the sponsorship of the American Chemical
Society.
Mr. Earnest Greene of the college faculty will be the Seminar
speaker January 28, and Commander John V. Wiley of the Sunnyvale airbase will be featured on
February 18.

ON THEME OF THEOSOPHY
Mrs, Sibyl Hanchett of the
Music department yesterday spoke
to the San Jose State college
group of Episcopal students on
"Theosophy", after which she discussed with them questions which
arose in connection with the sub.
ject.
Mrs. Hanchett’s address is one of
a series given on different religions every two weeks, under the
leadership of Ruth Russets.
Any student is invited to attend
the meetings held every other
Monday in room 2 of the Home
Economics building.

With the annual Women’s bulks
I only two days off, final preparetions are being made for "The
(;reatest Show on the Campus"
Circus Night in the Women’s Gym
night, eight o’clock to
eleven,
The Jinks is to be given absolutely free to all women; in fact,
"money" will even be given away
to everyone to allow them to secure refreshments during the evening. To carry out the circus atmosphere, Spartan Spears are
planning to serve punch and
peanuts.
The only requirement for admission is a costume. Since with
the circus theme, variety will be
the keynote, any type of costume
will be suitable. Three prizes have
been secured, to be awarded by
the judges for the prettiest, the
funniest, and the most original
costumes.
Patronesses for the evening who
will also judge the costumes are:
Miss Lydia Innes, Miss Clara
Rinse, Miss Margaret Twombly,
Miss Margaret Jewell, Miss Alice
Hansen, and Miss Gail Tucker,

AIR COMMANDERS
LISTED TO TALK
TO ENGINEERS
Commander John V. Wiley of the
Lighter-than-Air division at Sunnyvale, and C B. Van Niel. of Hopkins Station at Pacific Grove,
United States Marine Corps, are
among the list of prominent
speakers that have consented to
speak for the State college Engineers in the near future, according to F. F. Peterson, a sponsor of the State college Engineers.
Commander Wiley was slated to
speak for the group during the
fall quarter, but was suddenly
called away to take charge of a
aeries of ma.nouvers with the Navy.
He is now at his regular station
at the Sunnyvale airbase, and
Peterson promises that unless the
Commander is again called away,
he will speak to the group, February 18th.

The decision to undergo
a egz.
change of the Homemakinh;
partmentoto Home Ecomor,
partment was made by th.
Making club at a meeti!..
Monday. The matter is now
in tr.
hands of a committee
headed b,
Frances Fonfara.
Previously the club received
per;
mission by the American Home
F.
onomics Association, a national
ganization for Home Economisb
to adopt their pin as its
ofta
emblem.
At present, a comMittee
headed
by Verna Holveck
working t
conjunction with Delta Na Then
to select a suitable textbook of
e.
iquette for high school student.
Audrey Waddington, presides;
Jeanette Wold, vice-president;
Vina Frimshaw, secretary
,presided
reru
ot
at w
the Monday
use.
frig

Officially opening the membership drive for the winter quarter,
the college Y.W.C.A. held a signup rally supper last night in Schofield hall.
A brief outline of the activities
to be offered this quarter was
given. Muriel Bullard, who was in
charge of the supper, announces
committees
that the following
worked to make the affair a success.
Tickets,
Gladys
Neely, Ilse
Hauk, Irvina Jones, Fay Adams,
Merna Brawn, Beatrice Chandler, Bertha Fauquet, Emma-Jean
Fuller, Ona Hardy, Esther Leisy,
Dorothy Strickler, Anita Weferling, Lillian Ray, and Anne McMurphy.
Posters, Nell Richmond; decorations, Betty Brainerd, Lillian Ray,
Florence Finks.
Serving, Eleteth McQuilkin, Roberta Shilling, Barbara Hutchings,
Margaret Spencer, Fern Arnold,
Marjorie Oldham.
Food preparation, Nell Richmond, Genevieve Wan, Dorothy
Rathbun,
Helen
Aihara,
Vine
Grimshaw, and Margaret Feldscher.

Standing committee chains
appointed were Alice Vetterle.
brary; Dorothea Davis,
;pihsrebmem
Gertrude Jackson, refresh.
ment; Jeannette Wold, entertas
ment; and Estella Jones, inta;
tion.
Margaret Sparks heads a ten.
porary committee for revising the
constitution of the club. Other tem.
porary committees are headed It
morothy de Clark and Verna Hol

Interclass And Frosh
Debate Teams Will Be
Chosen This Afternoon

,
;
,

I

Two Days Remain Fa
Purchase Of Tickets to
Martin Johnson Show

Five debating teams will be
chosen from the tryouts to be held
tomorrow from 4 to 5 p. m. in the
Little Theatre.
Both Interclass tournament teams
and Stanford Frosh debate teams
will be chosen from the tryouts.
Debate manager Adrian Wilbur
announced that no previous experience is necessary for participation
in forensics.
Prepared speeches should be
five minutes in length on either
side of a debatable questionfor
example: Resolved: That the government should own and operate
munitions industry; Resolved: That
the captalistic system has failed;
or Resolved: That the Motion Pictures are a reflector rather than
a creator of public morals,

(Contioed from page one)
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They may be procured at AS
local mimic store or at the Pute
cations or Controller’s offices
According to the Controle
office, seats are going rapvk
and those wishing to attend the
showing of "Wings Over Afre
and hear the Johnoons’ own sato
about the picture, should if
tickets at once.
Student tickets, which an it
secured only at the campus rgs
des, are selling for 40 (on
General seats are 50 cents IOC
reserved seats at 75 cents.
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BEHIND THE NEWS
(Continued from Page Three)

1 tion. Refugees from German Pc’
secution came to the Sur 15:
rob
told of the dreadful Hiker
eir
This opened an extensive
Nan
paign of organizations of
IS
Catholics, Communists, ,lem
Anti-Nazis. The question char
from "To be or not to be Genng
to "To be or not to be NarC
so cc
Dr. Poytress believes that
g0
wsthv
g we daerisennetbekhainedwthie

be governed by the League of Na- I
tions. This procedure was to con-1
tinue for 15 years, then a vote was ,
to be taken to decide who should I
permanently control the district.
victorious
Germany be
Should
in the election she would have to
buy back the mines from France,
at a price set by an unbiased
board.

After a year the League had its :
governing board in working order I
and started upon a sad reign. Thel
governing board consisted of 1 ’
Frenchman, 1 Saarlander, 1 Heth ear;
d
glen, theCaFnreadniachn
hadan
onecontrol
Election of officers will compose
the main business at the annual the hoard and the inhabitants were
meeting of the San Jose State mostly German they began to etaCollege Chapter of the California ?nor for self rule.
were
They
; State Employes’ Association,
to be allowed to set up a governing body
held Thursday at 11:15 in room hat it mutually hail no legislative
I 117.
powers.
Amendments to the constitution
Of ille smiar population 73 per
’ will also i.e
consider( il at this cent are Catholics, and 011 poi- cent
;meeting, announces
Mr. Guy G. are a working class. When Hitler
; George, commerce instructor and began his persecution of the Cath- .
I president of the local chapter, who once and his attacks on the trade ’
;
urges all State employes to at- 1 unions it looked that
Germany I
I
tend.
would lose out entirely in the elec;

Rules
.... For La Torre
State Employes’ Group
racture Contest Given To Meet For Election
(Continued from Page One)
one side of the sheet only.
G. In the circumstance that a
winner of a La Torre has
already made his deposit for
the annual, his or her money
lliwbe
.dednufer
II. In the event that two or
more contestants should tie
in the contest, each winner
will receive equal awards.
L. All pictures placed in the
contest will be kept in order, posted on the bulletin
board In the Publications offlee in order that any late
contestant may
have
an
equal chance.

Department

To Be Offered For This
Quarter Given At Meeting

Party For New Co-Eds
To Be Given Today By
Soph Spartan Spears
All women students who are new
to the college this quarter will be
entertained at an informal party
this afternoon from 3:30 to 5:311
in room 37 by the members of
Spartan Spears, sophomore women’s honorary society.
Entertainment is being planned
by Catherine Nell Smith and Dorothy Bruns, while a committee
headed by Lorette Marce and including Barbara Carr and Lillian
Radivoj is in charge of decorations.
Light refreshments which will be
served at the party are being
prepared by Dorothy Rakestraw,
Arlene Baggott, Barbara Carr, and
Dorothy Sandkuhle.
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Brief Outline Of Activities
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MONTHLY OFFERS AWARD
Opportunity Offered College
Creative Writer’s To Vie
For Story Recognition
With the winter quarter well
under way, State college students
were rend/Wed that those wishing
in prizes to
to share in the 6300
be awarded this year by the late
Senator James D. Phelan’s literivy trust fund for verse, short
stories and essays should begin
to prepare their manuscripts now.
The closing date for the entering
15.
of the material is
THIRD YEAR
This is the third year that the
Phelan contest has been conducted
It is under the
in the college.
direction of the English department of the school, and was made
possible by a trust fund left by
Senator Phelan. During his entire
Me he was deeply interested in
the literary work of young students, and in his will left the sum
of $10,000 to the college solely
for awarding prizes for the best
written work produced each year.
STORY CONTEST
The announcement last week in
the Spartan Daily of another short
story contest, this one conducted
in all the colleges and universities
by the magazine Story, gives literary-minded students two opportunities for winning awards and recognition for their work. Prizes
awarded by Story will be $100 and
150 for the first and second best
short stories.
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S. J. STUDENTS TO
BROADCAST BIBLE
PLAY SUNDAY AT 4

151

SPARt,

March 15 Closing Date For
Literary Contributions To \ ()LI
Qualify For Annual Prizes

march

1

SAN JOSEArefiLCOLLEGE

Known as the "Bible Theatre of
the Air", a fifteen minute drama
presentation will be broadcast over local station KQW this
January 20 in the afternoon
from 4 to 4:15.
The parable of "The Rich Fool"
wit be enacted this
Sunday with
the following outstanding State actors in the cast: Jean McCrae,
Russel Azzarra, Dean Cowger, and
Wesley Dexter Gordon.
The dramatizations are written
entirely by Wesley Dexter Gordon,
Prominent student of the speech
department who is doing work in
writing scripts. The plays he writes
for radio are taken
from bible
stories; cast and directed by him.
Until further notice, this fifteen
minute period will be given over
o State drama from
KQW.

day,

Sun-

Lapsing Into Lisp
Leaves Bentel In
Brilliant Burn Up
Score blush No. 2 for Mr.
Dwigh
Bentel!
Following the burn-up
that flaren
even into the
San Francisco papers
in a rosy writ -up
when Bente
debunked the bunk
in Joe Bunker
a straight
and even more beautifu
flush spread over Ws
eontenance
Wednesday in the
ncwswriting
When he became
entangled
linguistically and
cnortled:
"Wben I was a
co-ed at Stanford --."
His class,
however, being rank
cynics, couldn’t
take it, even when
13entel blushingly
explained that
he had
meant to say correspondent,
NOT co-ed.
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A.W.S, IN CHARGE OF
WOMEN’S JINKS TO BE
GIVEN TONIGHT IN GYM

Number -64--

Fortune Tellers Will Reveal
Secrets In Everyday Life
Of All Co-eds Attending

Inauguration Of New HolidayFor COSTUMES TO BE WORN
On The Flying Trapeze,
Seniors, Juniors, Being Planned ManDance
of the Animal Heads
To Be Evening’s Feature
Martin Johnsons SEVEN MEN PROPOSO Crime Authority
Conquer Lions,
Not Storms’ FOR FROM PRESIDENCY.’ Monday
To

Lecture

S ELECT HANLEY

Famous Couple Held ’
Criminal Investigation
In Portland By
Will Be Discussed
Bob Doerr Elected Chairman
Bad Weather
By Mathews
Of Junior Prom To Be
They

The circus is coming to town tonight.
It will take place in the big
white tent where the women’s
gym used to be. Under the Big
Top will be found all that goes
toward making a circus, a memorable eventtumbling acts, sideshows, clowns, and the inevitable
peanuts and pink lemonade, and
even the Man on the Flying Trapeze will be there in person.
PRESENT PRIZES
Negotiations are being made to
dig the Martin Johnsons out of
the snow, in order to get them in
time to present a prize white elephant to the winner of the costume
contest.
Prizes will be awarded to the
wearers of the prettiest, the funniest, and the most original costumes.
FORGET TROUBLES
"Prepare to forget your troubles
and really enjoy yourself tonight
at the Jinks," states Kathleen McCarthy, A.W.S. president.
"We
have every sort of entertainment,
a fine program arranged by the
Women’s
Athletic
association,
dancing, games of skill, fortune
telling, and a real circus atmosphere."
The circus is presented as a gift
to the women of the school by
A.W.S.. The only requirement for
admission is that those who come
must be in costume.

traveled 6,000 miles across
the heart of Africa, from Cape
"Scientific Methods in Criminal
Town to Cairo, but . .
Investigation and Identification", a
topic which is particularly appliThey couldn’t quite Make it from
cable at present because of the
Portland to San Franciscoand
so, San Jose State college students
great emphasis placed on the crime
problem, will be the subject of a
and the San Jose public did not
talk to be given by Dr. J H. Mathsee Mr. and Mrs Martin Johnson,
ews of the University
famous African ’explorers and adWisconsin Monday night in the Science
venturers, who were scheduled to
lecture hall.
appear in person last night at the .
Morris Dailey auditorium along
Sixteen years as head of the
with the showing
their latest
Wisconsin Chemistry department,
travel picture, "Wings Over Afas well as several years of pionCampus Day to be held near the
rica."
eering in science, have made Dr.
,
Telegrams received the morning end of February.
Mathews a recognized authority in
NEW COMMITTEE
, of their expected performance in
this field
formed the local sponsors that
He is now on a lecture tour of
A general social committee was
Martin and Osa were still in Port- appointed by the president, and,will the country under the sponsorship
of the American Chemical Society,
land, held there by a snowstorm,
include
and his appearance here was ar"No airplanes flying and train
Barbara Bruch, Gene De Voss,
ranged through the combined efcannot reach on time . . . terribly
13111
Niles,
and
Bart
Concannon,
forts of Dr. RD. Botts, of the
sorry as cannot reach San FranThe date of graduation has been Science department, and the decisco until tomorrow morning by
train," ran one telegram.
changed to Thursday, June 13. partment of Police Administration.
The house had been practically a, Committee members
to take care
LANTERN SLIDES
sell-out in advance of the perforof the change in plans and to arIllustrated
with
fifty lantern
mance and the sudden cancellaslides, Dr. Mathews’ talk will be
tion came as a great disappointment to the audience and sponsors, Caldwell, Rose Mezzanares, Evelyn of special interest to law enforcewho had anticipated a record at- Cavalla, Clyde Fake, and Bill Mac- ment officers and members of the
bar, but the general public is intendance.
Quarrie.
vited to attend.
Refunds on tickets were made
FRESHMEN MEET
Dr. Mathews received recogniat the door.
Interest ran high in Freshmen tion for his exceptional work in
Offering students and faculty
A substitute program consisting
of musical numbers was hastily ar- Orientation yesterday over nomina- ballistics during the World War, members of San Jose State colranged, and those wishing to stay tion of officers. Elywn Westal, having been a captain and major lege the chance to win their 1935
in the Ordinance department. He La Torre free of charge and the
were invited to do so.
Dick Edmonds, Albert Castro,
was made a Commissioned Lt. opportunity to compet.e in a most
Stanley Lewis, Don Morton Ray- Col. C.W.S. after the war, and his interesting contest for a five week
mood Stager, and Gene Lear were designs for apparatus used in the period beginning Monday mornfield of ballistics are universally ing, the La Torre staff is making
nominated for president.
accepted and used. He hs.s also final preparations for the "Picture
Agnes Trinchero and Margaret
done outstanding work in accurate Identification Contest" which was
Ruth Green were nominated for measurements,
photo-chemistry, announced Monday
Important improvement projectal secretary Election of officers will colloidal chemistry, and atomic
The placement of four sample
weights, having perfected his skill pictures and the contest rules in
be held next Thursday.
on the campus and at Spartan
In the latter field at. Harvard Un- the show cases of the Publications
dium have been made available by
SOPH ELECTION
iversity
office this morning will indicate to
an S. E. R. A. labor allotment of
Jack Hanley, who is chairman of
tel’ATHEWS DINNER
the participants the nature of the
$7446, President T.W. MacQuar- the Freeze dance committee, was
Dr. Mathews is the founder of contest, stated Charles Pinkham,
rie announced yesterday.
elected president of the sophomores
Sigma
fraternity
and
Chi
Alpha
matthe
The college will pay for
La Torre editor.
by a margin of three votes over
Colloid symposium.
Ten different pictures will be
erials and supervision, including Jim Grimsley, fall quarter presi- the National
many
organizations
the
to
Among
various
placed in the show cases of the
the hiring of experts in
dent.
are
Sigma
Xi
belongs
he
which
Publications office each Monday
fields, necessary for these repairs
Bill Roberts was retained as
Phi Lambda Upsilon,
morning and all that will be reWhich will take about three months vice president. Lela O’Connell was fraternity,
Alpha
Kappa
Kappa Phi,
Phi
contestants each
to complete.
secretary-treasurer. White Lambda, the Franklin institute, the quired of the
chosen
week will be a sheet of ordinary
Steam heat will be installed in ballots were cast for Alice Wilson
Society,
Chemical
ScabAmerican
paper, written on one side, desthe north wing to replace the pres- and Louis Walther as A.W.S. repbard and Blade, Professional Men’s
cribing the location of the picture
ent air pumping system, which has resentative and class reporter, reClub
Rotary
the
and
Club,
proved inconvenient. The inside of
to the best of the contestant’s
be
will
the
guest
thespectively.
Mathews
Dr.
women’s gymnasium will be
Sophomore Freeze committee of the Science department at a knowledge.
repainted a lighter color
heads delivered reports.
dinner in his honor at 6 o’clock
Several improvements ’have been
JUNIOR PROM
Monday evening in the San Jose
planned for the basement of the
Setting February 16 as the date Country Club.
science building, including the in.
for the annual Junior Prom, memstallation of a ventilating system
Twenty fountain pens and penleers of the junior class met yestera
dark
individual
for the
cils will go on sale Monday in
day in Room 1 of the Home Ecofloor,
concrete
a
,
ra .g
room 14 unless they are claimed
I tiohoemiecvsenbtuilding to make plans for
and painting in the photography
Friday, January 113
today, announces Miss Caroline
department.
A. W. S. Jinx.
Leland, Y.W.C.A. secretary.
A close race between Bob Doerr
projects,
of
list
the
Completing
Meeting of Mrs. Gray’s kinOther articles waiting to be
and I:yron Lanphear for the chairgalvanized iron will be put under
dergarten-primary group.
claimed are a white sweater with
a,anstliip of Junior Prom prepara,
reand
stadium,
the
the seats in
Initiation of Spartan Knights.
a block S.J ,a man’s zipper sweatof tions resulted in the election of
pairs will be made on the rt,of
Frosh basketball game with
er and a cbat and vest The latDoerr. Mary Youngren was seinprobably
gymnasium,
the men’s
Pacific Grove there.
ter two were left near the college
lected as A.W.S. representative for
volving the removal of the tiles
tennis courts early in October.
class.
the
the section which leaks.

Held February 16

Plans for an active quarter
of senior affairs were outlined by president Jack
Chappell at Senior Orientation Thursday. The class will
inaugurate a new custom, to
be known as Junior -Senior

or

a

PICTURE CONTEST
WILL LAST FOR
FIVE WEEK
PERIOD

SERA FUNDS WILL
BE AID TO STATE
IMPROVE M E NTS
WITH LABOR ,
sta- I

Fountain Pens, Pencils
To Go on Sale Monday

rooms,

Events of the Week
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Editor

(Editor’s noteThis is the second of a
series of articles explaining the new style
of make-up now being used by the Spartan
Daily.)
The problem of finding new heads, easy
to read and interesting in appearance, came
next and a great deal of time was spent in
research work. Typographical magazines
and newspapers for the past year were read
and re-read in an effort to find the results
of experiments by others in regard to newspaper make-up.
Heads in newspapers from every section of the country and ranging from the
sensational use by the Denver Post to the
conservative of the New York Times were
studied and the best they had to offer in
the way of heads and make-up were selected for use in the Spartan Daily.
Added to these selections were head styles originated by members of the staff
of the Spartan Daily. New heads were used
only after their legibility and adaptability
to a tabloid size newspaper were considered.
If the size of the type in the head was
thought to be too small or large, the size
was changed and the head was tried again.
If it still jarred our journalistic nerves, the
head was discarded.
This trial and error method we have
used since the start of our experimentation.
Out of this jumble we expect to get a group
of heads which any newspaper will be proud
to use.
"We are promoting wholesale literacy,
but there are millions of men and women
in America who, although they have learned to read and write, make little or no use of
their literacy either to discipline and develop their minds or to give helpful guidance
to the minds of others." John H. Finley.
;I

He refuses to reveal why
attempting the tongue -writ,.
language. We have a private h.
that he is going to cornet
laundry market
Rae Dobyna, the demure
genial vice president of the as,
ated students of the normal a
has returned to the fold. She
been teaching, she told us, :
youngsters all the way from
third to the seventh grade.
had a simply swellegant time domi
it.

Editor

New Daily Make -Up

tlitr

This is a friendly
warnn.,
all concerned or in contact
.
the man. Don’t’ be
surprisci
even startled, if Holliday
approach you quoting philosop
gags of Chinese sages or the
,.
laundry quotations IN Clils!
The good doctor was cornu,
his boudoir, er-ah, study,
Chinese primer in hand and
bling to himself, "I want .t
cracker".

EDITOR

DOLORES FREITAS
MANAGING EDITOR
Telephone Santa Clara 5R3

GIL BISHOP

Tane

By CHARLES
LEONG

NOTICES
Meeting of Sigma Kappa Delta
fraternity at 12:30 today in the
Publications office for the purpose
of electing new members.
Students and faculty members
are cordially invited to attend the
meetings of the Christian Science
Organization to be held every Monday at 12:30 o’clock in room 155.
The first meeting of the quarter
to be held at this time will be on
Monday, January 21.

Just Among
Ourselves
By Dr. T. W. MacQUARRIE
Note: This column is personal between the president and the college. Outsiders are requested not
to make use of the material.

Last week, at a student mead
confab, she came in the midstd
a driving storm and naively set
she had a wet reception. &n, tee
said, she really is glad to be bad
on the old stamping grounds.
Praises heaped upon praises. AU
this institution has something Is
which is really different and a i
pioneer step in education. No
wonder Dr. MacQuarrie suggestid
at one time the name "Pinner’
for this school.
The art department, whirl
already recognized as a compete::
center of creative and precuts
beauty, is the sponsor of a do
in the development of artistic te
ent and appreciation in childre

That Pacific game Wednesday was worth the
trip. For the benefit of Dr. DeVoss, I’ll say I enjoyed every minute of it and didn’t lose my car key
either. We have a smart, fighting team. Can’t see
but we’re going places this year. (Should take
everything but Chico.) The speedsters put up a
fine game the first half, but it needed just a little
This class, with special rata=
more height and weight to work out ahead. The and preparation for children ire
Mr. Neil Thomas, controller, anshock troops finished up in grand style. We were 1 the ages of five to thirteen, meet
nounces that fees for those exnine points ahead at one time. Long-shot Larry every Saturday morning from l
pecting to graduate in March are
certainly took the heart out of those Tigers.
to 12. With the cooperation of Nil
due and payable in the controller’s I
A suggestion to the players. If you hear an Goldworthy of the public ’sclo
office now.
appealing voice in the grand stand calling your department, children, both Use
name pleadingly, please make some sort of a re- ! who show talent and those stout
If the following organizations
sponse. You don’t have to make a show of it, just I interested in the project Itself ii,
wish their pictures to appear in
some little secret sign. Gracefully place your hand guided along the artistic path
the La Torre, they will please have
on your heart or something like that. Just to act
The special class for cadre
two
next
them taken within the
totally indifferent is terribly irritating. Of course, has been conducted for the pal
weeks:
if you like it and want it to go on, that’s the thing five or six years, and this Ye
Pi Omega Pi
to do. Now don’t all of you go running around with group is under the superrinsi
Tau Delta Phi
your hands on your hearts, Spartans!
of Miss Carolyn Berry and
Spartan Knights
I wish I could find some way to use the expres- John French, both of the San ha
Iota Sigma Phi
sion "He can’t take it", or "Boy, can he take it" State art department.
Spartan Spears
with variations. I always try to be up to date
keen in
but
"The children take a
Pictures are being taken daily
haven’t been able to ring that change as yet. I don’t
terest in it," says Miss Berry,
from 8 to 5 at Pavley’s Studio,
really care very much for it. It’s so often a sneer
in these Saturday morning pre.
Second and Santa Clara streets,
that impels one to "take it" some time when really
s’6
jects, visitors are of course
Porter Building.
he shouldn’t. For many people the hardest thing to
come."
meet in this world is a sneer, an imputation of
tenors
The nominal amount of
cowardice. Many a young person has accepted a
by the*
is charged each student
questionable position under the pressure of such
partment to defray expenses
eriticism, real or imagined. They sort of "can’t take
in it
we think that this class
tea
it."
been, and still is, an excellent
I hope you appreciate our new parking marks.
-- -p101et0
They are liberal enough to permit any of us to
Mr. Owen Broyles, he of the high
Secrets of a college
ttnie within the rules. Of course, if you just have will out.
I.Q. and the choice vocabulary,
scrutinised
to inake an eight o’clock and it’s that eight-twenly.
broke loose with a good old lowA whole class
you can’t be bothered too much with regulations. awed silence the other day leo
brow interjection in his afternoon
Just as long as the curb stops the heap you should Dwight Bentel, instructor in j000
Business
Economics
class last
be satisfied, parking lines or no parking lines. But alism, during a discussion. nitiv0
week; thereby endearing himself
most of you are doing very well. It’s a great im- said, "During my four yeats
further to the future captains of
"
provement.
Industry who daily chuckle at his
Stanford as a CO-ED
tongue and
We’ve just gotten an approval for several SERA
ptoliflc figures of speech. (Phew!)
Just a slip twixt
projects. There will be plenty of delays, and it will for he really meant "cories
"Mr. Broyles," implored one of
it
be disconcerting to have workmen about while elasti- dtnit". Conipose your reddened
the potential economists, "How
cs are in session, but we’ll he glad to get the obi age, Mr. Bentel, all IS forgiVr.
about dismissing us so we can see
heating plant out and the new radiators in.
the basketball game?" The rest
At last we’re going to paint the inside of the
NOTICE!
of the class seconded the motion
women’s gym. No more darkest Africa. That’s
heartily.
short boors
something of a record. Just seven 3.0111S since the
Mounting the platform, Broyles
There will be a
KO!’
agitation first started. They’ve been talking four meeting of Mrs. Gray’s
gathered up an armful of syllabi
to ll
years now about rime better ventilation in the garten-Prlmary group, Cs
and sniffed devastatingly.
dressing roma Three years more should do it girls. at noon today In room 155.
"Phooey!" he said.
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SAN Jiir,l

would not
Spartan fans who
will be in the
miss a real battle
tomorrow night
Spartan Pavilion
McDonald hoop squad
when the
series
play the last of a two-game
of Pacific. While
with the College
walked off with the
tbe Spartan’
four-point margin,
first tilt by a
no game with the Tigers is ever
whistle.
counted won until the last
one wonTheir confidence makes
der.
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I
1
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FAST TEAM STARTS
Tomorrow night should find the
speedy quintet of Downs, DeSelle,
Arnerich, Wing, and Drexel starting, although the play of "Shoes"
Holmberg and Jud Taylor at
Pacific will give them starting
merits in the eyes of Sparta’s
Holmberg
Scotchman.
canny
plunked in some eight points for
San Jose, while Taylor’s guarding
and crashing tactics gained him
more than one round of applause.
ARNERICH STARS
rnerich, of course, was the fairhaired lad for the Staters, and
several persons are saving, "I told
vpii so". The ex-guard seems to
have a liking for the new pivot
rosition McDonald has given him
and his fifteen points loomed large
in ’Wednesday night’s scorebook.
With practice and a little adaptability at breaking in under the
hoop. Arnerich should run up
g.lenty of points during the remender of the season.
STATE FAVORITE
The win over the Stockton team
in thefirsteo n ference fray labels
the local lads as favorites to cop
tomorrow night’s encounter, but
the odds should not be far from

JINN,

Major Stars Here

BIG LEAGUERS APPEAR
By RANDY SMITH
San Jose State goes "Big League" today.
Gordon "Oskie" Slade, who cavorts at the short patch for the
Cincinnati Reds, and Mark Koenig, who was recently bought by
the New York Giants to strengthen
their infield, will appear in person this afternoon at 3 o’clock in
the Little Theater.
WORLD SERIES PICTURES

Intra-Team Swimming Meet

300 Yard MedleyWon by Withycombe, Hoffman, and Draper (H).
Second, Condit, Grelmier, Collins (L); Third, Smith, Houser, and
Douglas (H); Fourth, R. Lynn, Fitchie, D. Lynn (L). Time 3:31.6.
220 YardsWon by Fitzgerald ( L) ; Second, Tuxford (L); Third,
Locks (H); Fourth, Cruning (H). Time 2:38.
100 Yard Breast strokeWon by Houser (H); Second, Hoffman (H);
Third, D. Lynn (L); Fourth Fitchie (L). Time 1:15.5.
100 Yard Back StrokeWon by Condit (L); Second, Withycombe (H)
Third, Sherwin (L). Time 1:14.2.
DivingWon by DeSmet (L); Second York (L); Third (Tassi (H);
Fourth (Winters (H); Fifth, Larkin (H). Points of %Omer 96.5.
100 Yards Free StyleWon by Ambrose (H); Second, Fitzgerald
(L); Third, Douglas (H); Fourth, Tuxford (L). Time 59.4.
TOTALLynn’s Team-30 points; Houser’s Team-27 points.
Today at 4:15-50 yd., 300 yd. medley, 440 freestyle, 440 relay.

ROOS KNOWS THE CAMPUS

The two national League shortstops will lecture and exhibit pictures of the last world’s series
between the Tigers and Cards to
members of the Spartan baseball
team and any other students interested. There will be no admission charge.
Slade and Koenig, who played
on the coast some time ago attired
in Mission Red uniforms, will also illustrate by means of slides
co irect batting and fielding postures.
BASEBALL TEAM

PRESENT

Joe Blacow, State baseball mend tor, announces that all squad members MUST be present. If a class
I schedule conflicts with the scheduled lecture time, the registrar’s
office will excuse any one out
for the team.
"It’s very probable," Blacow announced, "that State will meet the
which
team
Japanese All -Star
Lefty O’Doul is bringing to the
United States. The game, if arranged, will be played here. ’Oskie’
Slade promises to do all he can
in influencing O’Doul to show in
San Jose with his Oriental team."

Witt Portal’s Frosh will tangle
with Monterey High in a return
battle. The Frosh took the first
game handily on the prep court
even.
but advance reports have it that
Degame
preliminary
In the
the ocean-side boys are out foi
revengefo’
Ernie Lambrecht to take the sec- revenge. It should he a
is dynamite night all the way around.
ond game. Lambrecht
The Frosh game is schedule’I
with the ball and should make the
the varsity contest
F.W.C. team- if he isn’t ruled in- for 6:45 with
"Plastet
Acker frequently immediately following.
eligible again.
two
moans about his star player’s on - Pacific" should be the motto
games in a row wouldn’t look so
ability
bad.
Or SO we hear.

THE

SPORTS COAT
WITH SHIRRED -BACK AND
SADDLE -BAG POCKETS
Here’s ’the newest ROOS contribution to the
definitely accepted habit of wearing Sports Coats
with odd slacks. It has a shirred-back ... that’s
to be expected, of course! What’s important, is
the new saddle-bag pocket. If our sketch doesn’t
tell the story ... come in and look them over!

In addition to Hyatt,
the southerners had Frank
Lubin whose six
feel six inches
of manhood was
enough to daunt
nearly any five.
Lubin had a
disgusting habit of
Pilng up and gently dropping the
!wld
through the hoop--and the
Ft.e and Whites coudn’t
get near
the
rah guy. Lubin is one of those
tall I men who can jump and
In all of the possible
advantage
out of his
height.
Fresno and
Chico handed cacti
Other a licking
apiece in the twoSame series held last
week between
the two
teams.
The Fresnans
rePised the first
encounter witli
the Wildcats
of Art Acker coming
hack under
the point-getting of
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State Is Favored Over Tigers Tomorrow Night
WIN WILL PUT EGGERS SEE MOVIES Lynn’s Squad Takes Lead In

And still we come back to the
subject of awards. To those who
The boys from Stockton will
may be interested, Ronnie Linn show the fans a real ball club and
just informed us that the assem- just because McDonald’s prides
bly for the special presentation took the first encounter on the
will be held on February and Bengal court Apitz will be sure
those very -much sought for trink- and inject a sizzling fight talk
eta will be handed out to those I into his proteges in an endeavor
deserving them.
to reverse the count.

Grid warriors will be getting
ready to don the khaki pants and
cleated shoes ere long. Immediately after Easter vacation, Dud
will call the roll for spring practice and the long suffering football
heroes and third stringers will
heed the call and rush forth to
heave pigskins and try to tear
each other apart. What a life!
Football in the spring and football in the fall with one intermission to catch up on studies and
another to earn enough money to
come back and play football.
,

18, 1935
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With lust in their respective eyes
and their black and gold stripes
splotched by the 38-34 deft
plastered on them by the Spartans
last Wednesday night, the College
of Pacific Tigers move in on Washington Square tomorrow night to
try and avenge said licking with
Interest which has accumulated between the two games.

A look at the football schedule
pees us the impression that a
game with the University of Redlands may be in order for Spartan
Stadium on Armistice Day. This
will make the second game to be
played with a member of the
Southern Conference, with a probability that a third will be played
on Thanksgiving day with San
Diego State. All three of the games
are with the toughest grid teams
the southerners can put out and
will push the 1935 Spartans to
their limit.

\

SPARTANS -PACIFIC MEET IN RETURN GAME HERE
LOCALS ON TOP

The Portal-Marske muchly underpublicized Frosh will meet the
Monterey High team in the evening’s opener, scheduled for 6:45.
Support does not need to be solicited for the Frosh, for the type
of ball the yearlings play brings
forth the plaudits of the crowd.
These boys have only dropped one
game this year, that to the strong
Menlo Jaysee team.

B
Basketball
fans who missed the
Universal Pictures-Red and White
game the other night missed a
treat in th personage of Charley
Hyatt, some eight -time All -American. Hyatt was all he was said
to be and made the
Stores boys
look bad at times
with his clever
ball handling. The
tormer Pittsburg star handled
the ball as if it
were tied to him
and rarely was
apple out of his control.
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ART WORK OF U. C.
STUDENTS WILL BE
PLACED IN SHOW
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Goes Domestic,
History And Rapid Growth Of Edwin Genius
Al Johansson Marries
Markham Health Cottage Outlined

An exhibition of student work
By ONA DIPPELL
from the Art department of the
Some dreams and plans really
University of California is being come to fruition.
shown in Room 1 of State’s Art
How the idea Miss Elizabeth
21 TlaeFadd,sn had for a health cotJanuary
from
department
through January 26.
tage in 1915 has grown to be the
Still life, landscape, and figure Edwin Markham Health cottage of
pieces are included in the exhibi- tod,y, with the record of having
tion with work in various mediums cared for 272 students during the
such as oil, tempera, charcoal autumn quarter of this year, was
water color, and Japanese ink. explained by Mr. Neil 0. Thomas,
The techniques vary from academ- controller, Friday, for the benefit
ically approached life studies in of new students.
charcoal or free brush sketching
Twenty years ago. Miss Macfrom the class of Churio Obata Fadden, now head of the Health
from
conand
pattern,
to modern
and Hygiene departwent, formucepts inspired by modern Frer.ch lated plans for a conveiescent home
artists, such as Picasso, Braque. of some nature.
and Duty.
Aided by interested faculty and
student groups, contributions were
NOTICE!
made over the years, and when the
department
Economics
The Y.W.C.A. members’ party Home
which was scheduled for Tuesday moved on the campus in 1923 from
night has been postponed. Notice the private house it had been ocof the new date will be published cupying on Fifth street, the old
house was rented for one year to
later In the Spartan Daily.

Albert Edward Johansson, San
Jose State college’s poetic genius. Saturday added to his experitry out the health cottage idea
ences as sailor, student, and poet.
PROPERTY PURCHASED
a culminative when in a Willow
Finally the Edwin Markham
Glen church he married Miss Rose
place on 430 South Eighth street
Mary Goodloe of San Jose.
was purchased from the Edwin
He will continue his studies at
Markham Land-Mark Association
San Jose State college where he
by the late Henry Meade Bland.
will in the near future be eligible
formerly poet laureat of California
for a degree. A member .4’ the
The house was moved to then English department’s "enrollment
rear of the property and a car- by invitation"
writing
creative
penter class of the Industrial Arts class, Johansson is declared unofdepartment, headed by Benjamin ficially the poet laureate of the
Spaulding, built the Edwin Mark- college.
ham Health cottage.
_
On December 1, 1925, the cottage Mr. Thomas is a member, feels
was opened to the student body. that the organization is one of the
During those early days there were finest for rendering service to
as many patients in one year as sick and fatigued students in any
college in the United States.
there are now in one quarter.
All students of this college are
The health cottage staff has increased until it now includes Miss entitled to a maximum of 30 days’
Verna Johnson R. N., head nurse: free care during one school year.
Mrs. M. E. Buero, nurse: Miss Irene This includes room, board, nursing
Clark R. N., night nurse; and service, a call a day from one of
Miss Constance Knudsen, dietician. the college physicians, and such
The board of directors of which supplies as are necessary.

Joel Carter, Japaneoe
Verse Choir to Appear
On Musical Half How
Joel Carter, baritone,
and the
Japanese Speaking Choir
will 4
featured artists of
Municai
Hour at 12:30 today in
the Little
Theater.
Curter is recognized
as one g
San Jose’s most talented
Engem
and has appeared many tines
fore local organizations. The j
anese Speaking Choir, which
OO
rected by Blanche Corriveau,
Speech department student,
itLi
developed an extensive repenno
(luring its comparitively short
per.
iod of existence, and is also
nue
in demand for local entertaunnett
The artists will annoUnce
own numbers. The Y. W. C.
L
which sponsors Musical Half
Hour
urges everyone to be present
at
12:30 sharp.
NOTICE!
Will all Smock and Tarn men
bers who can be at the wornns
gym to help decorate for the Julla
, come early from 2 to 5:30 today,
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R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
MAKERS
P

INCE

OF

CAMEL

ALBERT

CIGARETTES

SMOKING

TOBACCO

A pound of Prince
Albert in glass huM
due, gaily panel

,4714.4-4

c’t-41a

ft

S*41114%41.’’’

Cigarettes for Christmas! No smoker ever has too many. But
which cigarette? Remember that the brand you give reflects your
own good taste.. .your sense of discrimination. That’s why we suggest Camels. They are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos
than any other popular brand. They are the choice of distinguished men and women in every field of the social and business
worlds. And their finer tobaccos bring that welcome "lift" in
energythat warm good cheerwhich is, after allChristmas!

fi

The ’pound tin of mild.
mellow "P.A." specially
wrapped for Christmas.
The special Christmas
package with 4 hoses of
Camel "flat fifties"just
the inexpensive gift
you have been wanting.

I

Copyright. 1934.
E. J. Rern..1.1, Tobacco
Cewpsoy

Ten packs of Camels
"twenties-- in theirhtuu.
tiful Christmas wrapper
make welcome gift for
dasaimissiins molten.

111110

oo_iu
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Is there a pipe smoker on your Christmas
made
list? Then your problem is solved. He’s
conit easy. Give him long evenings of calm
reel’
ripe,
tentment. Give him the sheer joy of
Give
low tobaccocool and mild and biteless.
Smoke’
him Prince Albert.. ."The National Joy
What a man spends his own money for is whet
money
he really likes. And more men spend their
tobacco.
pipe
for Prince Albert than any other

